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I.

Activities of TSD

1. ESTABLISHMENT
Realizing the need for expanding the technical service in Ethiopia Particularly by the private sector,
a group of interested and concerned Ethiopian investors and professionals commissioned a
feasibility study on the establishment of private Technical Service that will cater for the growing
need of such services in Ethiopia. The outcome of the study sufficiently indicated that the venture is
profitable and worth considering with substantial financial and Economic benefit s both to the
owners and to the Government at large.
Based on the outcome of the feasibility stud and in the accordance with the proclamation for
establishing such a business, Technical service Development Engineering (TSD) was established in
1996 and fully licensed to carry out Electro-mechanical installation work under category A through
license number 1/00629//91 dated November, 1998. The company was also licensed to carry out
general import and foreign trade auxiliary under license numbers 017569/91 and 009715/91,
respectively.
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2. Objectives
The fundamental objective of the company is to be locally and internationally recognized as service
giving organization in the field of electromechanical, electronics, communication engineering,
medical and security system and become leading partner to our clients in their development s.

In order to achieve these objectives the company is committed to:

Study, Design and execute Electromechanical Construction,
Installation and maintenance work.

Provide high quality and practical support on electromechanical
works.

 Give reliable after sales service.
Ensure the availability of sufficient and genuine spare parts for the
equipment supplied.
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OTHERS

TSD facilitates through its sister company Freighters shipping and
forwarding of goods related to turnkey projects from any part of the
world to Djibouti. It also facilitates inland transportation of goods
from Djibouti to project sites.

3. Our Customers
Government and Private Offices, Different industries, Mining and Energy, agriculture, public utility,
health sectors, complete turnkey industrial plants, housing projects of various standards.

4. MAN POWER
The owners of the company are professional engineers with many years of relevant experience.
They are part and parcel of the reliable working force. In addition TSD on permanent basis has 5
senior engineers, 15 highly qualified technicians for its routine day -to-day activities. This work
force is further assisted by other permanent employees:-adm inistrator, accountants, secretaries,
clerks, etc. The company utilizes a law firm on retention basis.
Furthermore, depending on the volume of work and prevailing situations, the company can easily
mobilize its affiliated highly qualified manpower resources. The Company maintains its record of
consultant and engineers and gives priority to this work force when considering permanent
employment and expansion of TSD activities.
TSD Engineering is a Company assured of high-level technical skills and its customers very well
know that the project it handles is being managed in the highest level of professional excellence
.Its members with their wide experience can deliver can deliver services in all relevant fields from
inception up to realization.
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5. Organizational Chart
The Company has the following organizational structure.
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6, TSD Work force with Employers

TSD
Engineering P.L.C.
Your partner in Electromechanical

&
Communication Engineering
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